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ABSTRACT

Smart lighting solutions based on imaging sensors such as webcams or time-of-flight sensors suffer from rising
privacy concerns. In this work, we use low-cost non-imaging color sensors to measure local luminous flux
of different colors in an indoor space. These sensors have much higher data acquisition rate and are much
cheaper than many off-the-shelf commercial products. We have developed several applications with these sensors,
including illumination feedback control and occupancy-driven lighting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many smart building solutions have been developed based on surveillance video cameras.1–4 However, the high
dimension information provided by video cameras is not necessary for smart lighting control, where identification
of individuals and activity recognition are not required. Using video cameras not only makes people feel uncom-
fortable in a monitored space, but also has a significant privacy concern of information leaking. Non-imaging
sensors such as passive infrared (PIR) sensors and ultrasonic sensors have been used as alternatives to cam-
eras.5,6 In this work, we develop lighting control strategies using distributed low-cost non-imaging color sensors.
One color sensor, based on photodiodes and color filters, only generates a few numeric values measuring the
local luminous flux of different color channels. Thus we can consider each color sensor as a single-pixel camera.
Therefore, using these non-imaging color sensors will not cause any privacy concern. In this paper, we show that
such sensors suffice for the task of intelligent control of lighting systems.

2. TESTBED SETUP

We have built a Smart Space Testbed (SST) to implement intelligent lighting systems based on rapid-response
color sensors (Figure 1a, 1b). Our testbed is equipped with twelve color controllable LED fixtures, ten color
sensors, and a fluorescent lamp for simulating external light sources. All of them are mounted in the ceiling
(Figure 1c, 1d). The testbed is 85.5 inches wide, 135.0 inches long, and 86.4 inches high (Figure 1e).

The twelve LED fixtures in the smart space are 7′′ LED Downlight Round RGB (Vivia 7DR3-RGB) products
from Renaissance Lighting. We can specify the intensity of three color channels of each LED fixture: red, green,
and blue. The input to each channel is scaled in the range [0, 1].

We can read the measurements of four color channels from each color sensor: red, green, blue and white.
The output of each channel is an integer in [0, 43008]. Detailed information about the sensors will be given in
Section 3.

We use the Robot Raconteur software7 for system communication. With the Robot Raconteur software, we
can pull data from color sensors via Ethernet, and send input signals to LED fixtures via Bluetooth.

This testbed has been used for many other research projects, including lighting control,8 pattern recognition,9

3D scene reconstruction,10 and visual tracking.11
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Figure 1: The Smart Space Testbed setup. (a) The front view. (b) The rear view. (c) Twelve color controllable
LED fixtures and one fluorescent lamp (turned off) illuminate the room from the ceiling. (d) Each color sensor
is mounted near an LED fixture. (e) The coordinate system of the room.

3. RAPID-RESPONSE COLOR SENSORS

Although several off-the-shelf color sensing products are available, such as the colorBUG wireless optical light
sensor by PIXELTEQ∗, these sensors are usually expensive, slow, and not customizable. In our work, we build
our own color sensors using easily accessible components.

3.1 Components

Our sensors are assembled mostly using commercially available products. Each color sensor is assembled using a
Raspberry Pi machine (Model B 512MB RAM), a Flora color sensor chip TCS34725 (Figure 2b), a 3D printed
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) bushing, a polycarbonate lens (Figure 2c), an SD card, and a general-
purpose input/output (GPIO) ribbon cable. We will call our color sensors the RPi sensors in the context.

The Raspberry Pi machine is used for GPIO connection and data communication. The operating system
and the driver of the Flora color sensor chip (written in Python) are on the SD card. The driver turns off the
white illumination LED on the Flora chip after the operating system starts running, and sends the Flora sensor
measurements to a computer connected to the Raspberry Pi machine via Ethernet.

The Flora color sensor chip TCS34725 is a commercial product which can measure local color luminous flux
very quickly†. Each TCS34725 chip contains a 3×4 photodiode array: 3 red-filtered photodiodes, 3 green-filtered
photodiodes, 3 blue-filtered photodiodes, and 3 clear (unfiltered) photodiodes (Figure 3a). The integration time
of the sensor can be customized to any multiples of 2.4 ms no larger than 614.4 ms. In our experiments, we
set the integration time to 100.8 ms to strike a balance between accuracy and speed. The Robot Raconteur

∗http://www.pixelteq.com/product/colorbug/
†http://www.adafruit.com/datasheets/TCS34725.pdf
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Figure 2: The rapid-response color sensor. (a) Each sensor is based on a Raspberry Pi machine. (b) The flora
color sensor chip TCS34725. (c) The polycarbonate lens.
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Figure 3: The TCS34725 chip. (a) The 3 × 4 photodiode array. (b) The functional block diagram.

software version 0.4 supports reading all color sensors asynchronously, thus using multiple sensors will not cause
noticeable delays.

The ABS bushing is designed to hold the lens and the Flora chip. The bushing can be easily mounted in the
ceiling. The lens installed in front of the Flora sensor chip is used to transmit more light to the photodiodes.

3.2 Installation

Once all the parts are properly soldered and programmed, we use hot-melt adhesive (also known as hot glue) to
stick the bushing, the lens and the Flora chip together (Figure 2a). We use a drill bit to drill holes on the ceiling
(Figure 4a), place the bushings through the holes, and stabilize the bushings by applying hot-melt adhesive on
the other side of the ceiling (Figure 4b). A 16-port Ethernet switch on the ceiling is used to connect all RPi
sensors to a router, which is connected to the computer running Robot Raconteur.

4. REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS

4.1 Illumination Feedback Control

4.1.1 Motivation

With modern color tunable LEDs, in a real space where people live in, in order to improve energy efficiency, we
want to maintain the brightness or color temperature of the light field in the space at a specific level. When
there are external sources such as sunlight that illuminate the space together with the LED fixtures, we want to
adapt the LED input to the changes of external sources, to maintain the light field constant. For example, when
strong sunlight illuminates a room from the window, the LED fixtures should become dimmer to reduce energy
consumption; when there is no sunlight at night, the LED fixtures should become brighter to enhance human
comfort and visibility. Thus, we want to create an illumination feedback control system that adjusts the LED
input signals according to the actual light field that is measured by the sensors. Users of this system should be
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Figure 4: The installation of the RPi sensors. (a) A drill bit is used to drill holes on the ceiling. (b) Hot-melt
adhesive is used to stabilize the ABS bushings. (c) How the RPi sensors look like from inside the testbed.

able to select a predefined desired light field, and this system will change the input signals to the LED fixtures
according to the readings of the color sensors to maintain the light field at the desired level.

We have carefully designed six predefined light field modes: Dim, Normal, Bright, CT 3000K, CT 4500K,
and CT 6000K. The first three modes are white light with different intensities; the last three modes are different
color temperatures (CT).12–15

4.1.2 Controller Design

For the feedback control algorithm, we use a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller16 to control the
error — the difference between the desired sensor output and the actual sensor output. And we pair each color
sensor with its nearest LED fixture: each color channel of a fixture is controlled only using the corresponding
color measurements from its nearest RPi sensor. This practice is also referred to as decentralized control .17,18

If r is our desired lighting condition, or also called the setpoint (SP), and y is the actual measurement from
one sensor, or also called the process variable (PV), then the error is defined as:

e = r − y. (1)

The PID controller can be written as:

dx

dt
= Kp · e+Ki ·

∫ t

t−∆t

e dτ +Kd ·
de

dt
, (2)

where x is the input of the LED fixture that corresponds to the sensor. Kp, Ki and Kd are the gains of the
proportional term, the integral term, and the derivative term, respectively. ∆t is the time interval within which
we compute the integral term.

The discrete form of Eq. (2) is

xt+1 = xt +Kp · et +Ki ·
T−1∑
τ=0

et−τ +Kd · (et − et−1), (3)

where T corresponds to ∆t in Eq. (2). In our experiments, we set T = 5.

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the illumination feedback control system.

The selection of the PID parameters will be discussed in Section 5.1.

4.1.3 User Interface

We have designed a graphical user interface (GUI) for this illumination feedback control system, as shown in
Figure 6. Users can specify the light field to one of the six predefined modes using six buttons. The canvas on
the left plots the sum of errors of each color channel over all sensors in different control cycles in real time. The
pulse in the current canvas is caused by changing the desired level from the “Normal” mode to the “Dim” mode.
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Figure 5: The block diagram of the illumination feedback control system.

Figure 6: The GUI for the illumination feedback control system.
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Figure 7: The Smart Space Testbed is divided into 6 regions.

4.2 Occupancy-Driven Lighting

4.2.1 Motivation

To further improve energy efficiency, we also want to deliver light according to the occupancy distribution in
the space. For example, if there is only one person in a large room, we may want to only illuminate where
this person stands. We call this occupancy-driven lighting. We have developed a system which uses machine
learning methods to determine which region of the room is being occupied, and delivers more light to that region.
Meanwhile, the system dims the fixtures in regions that are not occupied to reduce energy consumption.

4.2.2 Model Training

In our experiments, we divide the room into six regions: U, V, W, X, Y, and Z (Figure 7). Then we classify the
occupancy distribution with seven categories: the room is empty or one of the six regions is occupied. We have
also designed seven different configurations of LED input signals corresponding to different categories: for the
empty room, all LEDs have the same input signals; if one region is occupied, LEDs in that region are brighter,
and other LEDs are dimmer. We will refer to these seven LED configurations as Uniform Light, U Brighter, V
Brighter, W Brighter, X Brighter, Y Brighter, and Z Brighter in the context.

When collecting the training data, for each configuration of LED input signals, we collect the sensor response
for scenarios of all seven categories: room being empty, and each region of the room being occupied. 100
measurements are collected for each LED configuration and each category, thus the entire training data contain
7 × 7 × 100 = 4900 measurements. Then we train a support vector machine (SVM)19 classifier for each LED
configuration. Since we repeat this procedure for all seven LED configurations, we actually train seven SVM
models, and each SVM model is a 7-category classifier. For the implementation of SVM, we use the well-known
LIBSVM library.20 We also point out that, although SVMs are used as the classifiers in our work, other classifiers
such as naive Bayes classifiers21 or decision trees22,23 should also work well.

4.2.3 Run Time Logic

With the trained SVM models, at each run time cycle, first the classifier is selected according to the current
configuration of LED input. Then this classifier predicts an occupancy label (U, V, W, X, Y, Z, or empty)
using the current sensor readings. This predicted label is used to determine which LED configuration should be
used in the next cycle. To ensure steady performance, we change the LED configuration only if two consecutive
predicted labels are the same. We provide a flowchart in Figure 8 to describe our occupancy-driven lighting
system at run time.
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Figure 8: The flowchart for one cycle of the occupancy-driven lighting system at run time.

4.2.4 User Interface

A GUI is created for the occupancy-driven lighting system at run time, as shown in Figure 9. The upper region
shows the readings of all RPi sensors. The picture in the bottom left indicates the predicted room occupancy
scenario and the current configuration of LED input signals. The text region displays the prediction results and
the running time of each cycle.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Illumination Feedback Control

We have performed experiments to analyze the system response to a step change in the setpoint r. Figure 10
shows the errors of the three color channels of one sensor. The responses of other sensors are very similar. The
step change is from the “Dim” mode to the “Bright” mode. Here we use the settling time and the overshoot
averaged over all sensors and all channels to evaluate different combinations of PID parameters. For the settling
time, we choose 2% as the settling error bound.

First, by rough experiments, we have found a range for the three PID parameters that results in acceptable
performance:

3 × 10−5 ≤ Kp ≤ 7 × 10−5, (4)

1 × 10−8 ≤ Ki ≤ 3 × 10−8, (5)

2 × 10−5 ≤ Kd ≤ 6 × 10−5. (6)

Then we have performed brute force search in this range to evaluate different combinations of the three
parameters. The performance is provided in Table 1. Since when Kp = 3 × 10−5 or Ki = 3 × 10−8, the system
takes too long to settle, we do not report these two cases. From Table 1, we choose the parameter combination
with the best performance for our system:

Kp = 5 × 10−5, (7)

Ki = 1 × 10−8, (8)

Kd = 2 × 10−5. (9)
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Figure 10: The system response (one sensor) of our PID controller to a step change in the setpoint r applied at
time 0.
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Table 1: Performance of different PID parameter combinations for the illumination feedback control system.
Kp 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5

Ki 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 2 × 10−8 2 × 10−8 2 × 10−8

Kd 2 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 2 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 6 × 10−5

Settling time (s) 1.74 1.82 2.36 3.58 3.79 3.89
Overshoot (%) 20.24 20.64 26.59 22.00 20.64 26.97

Kp 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5

Ki 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 2 × 10−8 2 × 10−8 2 × 10−8

Kd 2 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 2 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 6 × 10−5

Settling time (s) 1.99 1.94 2.27 2.40 2.61 3.235
Overshoot (%) 35.40 35.73 36.64 35.04 34.34 38.06
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Figure 11: The system response (one sensor) to turning on the fluorescent lamp under the “Bright” mode.

By applying these parameters to Eq. (3), our final PID controller is:

xt+1 = xt + 5 × 10−5 · et + 1 × 10−8 ·
4∑

τ=0

et−τ + 2 × 10−5 · (et − et−1). (10)

We have also performed experiments to evaluate how our system responses to changing external light sources,
which can be simulated by using the fluorescent lamp. Figure 11 shows the system response of one sensor to
turning on the fluorescent lamp under the “Bright” mode. From Figure 11, we can observe that the sensors were
able to sense the color changes caused by the fluorescent lamp, and the system dimmed all fixtures to compensate
this change. Since the fluorescent light contains more blue component, it takes longer for the blue channel to
settle. The average settling time of all sensors and all channels is 4.11 seconds.

A video demo showing our illumination feedback control system running in real time can be found at http:
//youtu.be/APXWaWQdWZU.

5.2 Occupancy-Driven Lighting

We have performed cross validation experiments using the collected data. We evaluated both linear SVM and
radial basis function (RBF) kernel SVM with different soft margin costs. For the cross validation, we randomly
partition the data into training set (67%) and testing set (33%), repeat the process 20 times, and record the
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Table 2: Cross validation classification accuracy on the collected data using linear and RBF kernel SVM.
Linear SVM Accuracy (%)

Soft Margin Cost 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10
Uniform Light 15.13 97.55 99.72 100.0 100.0 99.83

U Brighter 13.22 96.57 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
V Brighter 13.82 96.12 99.98 100.0 100.0 100.0
W Brighter 13.09 98.90 99.94 100.0 100.0 100.0
X Brighter 17.02 97.40 99.79 99.91 99.81 99.81
Y Brighter 14.42 95.92 99.68 99.87 99.81 99.85
Z Brighter 15.19 93.50 100.0 100.0 99.91 99.98

RBF Kernel SVM Accuracy (%)
Soft Margin Cost 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

Uniform Light 13.61 13.24 18.37 99.55 99.94 100.0
U Brighter 12.66 12.42 15.69 99.96 100.0 100.0
V Brighter 13.35 11.42 18.41 100.0 100.0 100.0
W Brighter 13.45 13.03 20.36 100.0 100.0 100.0
X Brighter 13.71 13.20 20.06 99.59 100.0 99.98
Y Brighter 14.25 14.29 17.34 99.64 99.64 99.85
Z Brighter 13.26 12.81 17.38 99.96 100.0 99.98

average classification accuracy on the testing set. Since there are seven LED configurations, the cross validation
is carried out for each configuration separately. The results are provided in Table 2. From this table, we can
observe that the performance is better with larger soft margin cost, which means that less misclassification is
more important than larger margin. For the real-time system, we use RBF kernel SVM with soft margin cost
c = 1. With the control strategy shown in Figure 8, the system has very accurate and robust performance at
run time.

A video demo showing our occupancy-driven lighting system running in real time can be found at http:

//youtu.be/ijJmI35yihc.

6. DISCUSSION: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

6.1 Illumination Feedback Control

In the illumination feedback control application, we paired each sensor with one LED fixture as a decentralized
control system. This is because each LED fixture has more impact on the color sensor nearest to it than on other
color sensors. However, it still has impact on those non-nearest sensors, and this impact cannot be ignored when
the desired brightness level is low. Neglecting such impact will not only result in long settling time, but also result
in some uncomfortable LED configurations occasionally. Thus, adjusting each LED fixture only using its nearest
sensor is not the best practice. To improve, we can modify the controller to also consider a few non-nearest
sensors, and we can also penalize big differences in the input to neighboring fixtures as a post-process.

We also noticed that the response in the blue channel of our sensors is usually less likely to oscillate. We have
performed experiments to show that the blue channel is less sensitive than the other two channels. Thus, the
PID parameters could be tuned separately for the three different color channels for better performance, instead
of using shared parameters for all channels.

We also point out that in the future, the color sensor can be built into the LED fixture circuit as a combined
product. This will not only ensure more accurate measurements, but also make it easier to control the total cost
of the lighting system.
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6.2 Occupancy-Driven Lighting

In the occupancy-driven lighting application, the training and prediction are both based on single measurements.
Thus multiple classifiers have to be trained to cover all LED configurations, which is tedious human labor. Also,
if there is a changing external light source, the classifiers will fail.

This problem can be addressed by using the light transport matrix as a signature of the occupancy.10 However,
to accurately recover the light transport matrix, multiple measurements are required, and the delay of our current
fixtures is the bottleneck of doing this in real time. Using faster LED fixtures will easily solve this problem.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented two smart lighting applications using our rapid-response color sensors: illumi-
nation feedback control and occupancy-driven lighting. For the illumination feedback control application, we
use a PID controller to control the LED fixtures in a room to maintain the light field at a user specified level.
For the occupancy-driven lighting application, we train SVM classifiers using sensor output data collected under
different LED configurations, and in real time change the lighting condition according to the occupancy scenario
predicted by the classifiers. The biggest challenges of these applications are: (1) To preserve the privacy of users,
the color sensors based on photodiodes and color filters contain much less information than other sensors such
as cameras. (2) To implement robust real-time applications, the sensors need to response very quickly and the
measurements must be accurate. We have carried out experiments to evaluate our two applications, and both
applications have satisfying performance.
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